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About This Game

who looks out dreams, who looks inside awakens

The Next Door não é somente um jogo.
é algo a ser experimentado.
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My precious addiction of a game from my old amiga days. Seems like it's not perfectly translated into PC version. Even though
existing AI and auto aiming mechanics failures, it's enough for me to thumbs up for the old times sake. It would be delicious to
have multiplayer option for this new version and also there's an achievments no pop up error for the cons, but at last it is my
childhood precious and still gives me the great feeling.... If you enjoy wasting money and time, then this is the perfect game for
you.. Bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665arcade game! Really fun and intense game to play when you have some free time!
And it's free, so why not click that download button :-)

9\/10. Love it hands down it takes a few minutes to get the hang of it but that’s like anything new.
But I do have to say this game needs work it’s a bit of a bug fest at the moment think Starship Troopers although it is still very
playable.
But it is heading in the right direction, though bugs make it interesting to say the least.
 "Hail to the king" and "Come get some" to say the most, Get it on sale if you can but if not get it anyway.
When you live in a country with out fireworks this is the next best thing, and it gets the creative juices flowing.
I am even thinking of a NYE display until the save buggered up and lost 7 hours of work. this is a fun game, i used to play it as a
kid on my old computer it great to come back to this game. For a dollar, it is good enough. Only because it has a dog and its
clickbait VR, which I like. There aren't many dog simulators yet, so it's first come first serve on the positive reviews. It sucks
though. There isn't much going on here, and you cannot move. I sure liked the dog though. He was cute. Unlike the
person whom I dedicated this video too, they removed me from their list, and it hurt my feelings I will never unblock
you, and you shall be the only one in my block list. I am that butthurt and vindictive.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=R5sjmb3ALsA
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Bread and stone will rule your world.

Now go make some tombs.. In short, this is a fun little waste of time.
In less short...

You won't get a great deal of replayability out of this. Aside from the few "potential angelic" levels (ones where it's possible to
solve with less than the allocated splices, which may take redoing that specific level a time or two), and a few sticky ones that
can be frustrating, you'll just blitz through in a few hours and shelve it. That said, it's engrossing, and you will easily lose those
few hours in one sitting before wondering who fiddled with your clock.

It does have a tendency to dump you in the deep end: there's no tutorial, and new specials are simply dropped on the first strand
of each sequence so it can be frustrating simply not knowing the tools to solve it rather than due to the puzzle's difficulty. That's
especially true with the first special where you're not told to right-click to activate when you've been drag-dropping before, or
when you first get two specials at once and have to intuit that the slightly shinier one will go first regardless of where you click.
However, there's a finite number of specials, and only drag-drop and right-click as controls, so it's doable, just would be nicer
with a wee pop-up first time to say "hey, do X and Y happens!" to make it a little smoother.

The graphics are pretty, and incredibly smooth for what it is. I do also like how uncluttered the screen is so there's nothing to
distract from the puzzle at hand. The music and effects sounds, similarly, are non-invasive: nothing spectacular, but they're
inoffensive and relaxing - and if I'm honest a little bit hypnotic, which feeds into the "I can't leave my chair until I do just one
more strand" aspect of it - without being too elevator-muzak-y. Suits the game perfectly.

Only glitch I've found is that it does not like windowed mode, in fact none of the graphics show up so you just get a background,
tinkly music, and bloops as you click blindly at the ninja-genes. Annoying, but not game-breaking, as long as you, y'know, play
in not-windowed mode. To be honest, it's that enthralling that you won't really want to be tabbing out, it really is, despite those
few niggles, a one-sitting-playthrough kind of addictive.. If you can get past the crappy res it's stuck on, this is a really cool
game. I enjoyed it immensely, and it's more than worth the money and time. We need more point-and-click adventure games!.
Like the game one of the best tactical games ive played its fun and i can play it for a long period of time ^^. A ♥♥♥♥♥♥ rail
jumper which requires absurd timing. Only for masochists and people who have to much time on their hands.. Yes, another fun
title from Artifex Mundi! This one plays with 'worlds within the world' as you enter dream scenarios in order to solve puzzles to
help you back in 'reality'. ****. Within 10 minutes purple men flooded my base from a portal behind me.

10/10 would genocide again. this vn is crap, just straight up crap.

CONS:
No options, that means no volume control, nothing!
Every scene seems force.
The girls are straight up crazy, each in their very own way.
The game was never proof read on english, lots of strange and wierd sentences. It almost looks like google translate was used to
make this game.
Couple of typos.
The protagonist is quite stupid.
After 1 hour and 40 mins, i just cant take it anymore.

PROS:
Stunning nature pictures.. I shouldn't be so critical of these little cheap games...but...this game feels like an XBLA reject.
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